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ABSTRACT7

Phase space warping (PSW) methodology reconstructs a non-stationary hidden process from quasi-stationary observ-8

able dynamics, where these two coupled dynamical processes have disparate time scales. PSW has been applied to9

multivariate damage identification and tracking, bio-mechanics, and manifold characterization in nonlinear dynami-10

cal systems. However, its theory is not clearly connected to its practice. Furthermore, there is no associated sampling11

theory or guidelines for optimal parameter selection to estimate the hidden dynamics reliably. This paper focuses12

on a geometrical interpretation of PSW that coherently bridges its theory and practice by providing the needed13

theoretical insights and explaining practical constraints. The corresponding algorithm’s parameter space is explored14

to provide reliable and accurate estimates of the PSW function guided by the obtained geometrical properties and15

insights. Numerical examples of a nonlinear hierarchical dynamical system with various hidden processes and ob-16

servable dynamics are used to guide the parameter selection for the PSW algorithm. Parameter selection guidelines17

are obtained through global sensitivity analysis to the estimation accuracy of the simulation results. The established18

guidelines are used to extract fatigue damage evolution in 3D-printed beams from experimentally obtained vibration19

data. The obtained results show how the PSW-based fatigue tracking can be used for early fatigue damage detection.20

Keywords— Phase space warping, hierarchical dynamical systems, chaotic dynamical systems, sensitivity analysis,21

fatigue damage identification, experimental nonlinear dynamics22

1 Introduction23

Phase space warping (PSW) concept describes and quantifies the manifold deformation in the phase space of a24

hierarchical dynamical system (HDS) where the fast- and slow-time subsystems are temporally coupled through a set25

of system parameters. The PSW-based algorithms are able to extract or reconstruct the hidden slow-time phase space26

dynamics from the observable fast-time dynamic measurements [1]. Applications of the PSW ranges from tracking27

structural degradation [2–4], estimating slow-time multivariate parameter drifts in electromechanical systems [5],28

identifying physiological fatigue and failure detection in biomechanics [6–8] to identifying invariant manifolds [9].29

The PSW applies to systems that share two common features: (1) each system has a pair of state variables that30

evolve over different time-scales (e.g., the fatigue crack propagates slowly compared to the structural dynamics or31

oscillations); and (2) only the slowly-varying states are partially observable or non-observable (e.g., the fatigue crack32

is difficult to be tracked in real-life applications whereas the displacement can be readily measured).33

The PSW algorithm is entirely data-driven. It uses non-parametric estimation to reconstruct slow-time dynamics34

from fast-time measurements. However, two main factors limit the use of PSW in broader applications. First, users35

unfamiliar with nonlinear time series analysis may find it difficult to understand its underlying theory and algorithmic36

composition. Second, a set of predetermined inputs to the PSW algorithm considerably affect the accuracy and37

robustness of the estimation. Nevertheless, no corresponding guidelines for the parameter selection were provided in38
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the previous works [1, 3–5, 10]. Recently, several attempts have been made to improve the damage tracking quality39

of the PSW method by incorporating more sophisticated algorithms and metrics. In one, the auto-regressive model40

was used in place of the local linear models to improve the accuracy of the prediction of useful remaining life in41

rolling bearings [11]. In another, multivariate mutual information entropy and correlation-based multi-modal trend42

fusion were used to improve the fault tracking quality in rotating machineryv when the observation was subjected43

to noise [12]. However, there are no general guidelines for parameter selection in the available literature. Thus, we44

still need to obtain insights and strategies to improve the tracking accuracy and robustness by optimizing the set of45

parameters used in the PSW algorithm with a broader range of applicability. This paper addresses these underlying46

issues through a geometrical (or graphical) interpretation of the PSW concept and mechanism. This interpretation47

provides a new perspective on the PSW concept and its application enabling a clear connection between the theory48

and practical implementation.49

We start by examining the parameter space of the PSW algorithm focusing on application to tracking or estimating50

damage (i.e., the slow-time dynamics) from the displacement measurement of the nonlinear mechanical structure (i.e.,51

the fast-time dynamics). The quality of the PSW-based tracking depends on both the fast- and slow-time dynamic52

behaviors in the HDS. Thus, the effects of both of these dynamics on parameter selection are examined. Based on53

the heuristics obtained from the graphical interpretation of the PSW, the parameter selection strategy is investigated54

by focusing the scope of this study on fatigue damage tracking and early damage detection. Specifically, we study a55

parameterized nonlinear oscillator with the prescribed slow-time parameter drift, which simulates a nonlinear beam56

with known dynamics of structural degradation. These priorly known slow-time dynamics are used as ground truths57

to examine the quality of the PSW estimation. The simulated fast-time dynamics models the response of a nonlinear58

beam to prescribed base excitation. The chosen system exhibits various complexity of the system response, ranging59

from simple periodic to a more complex chaotic motion. The estimation of the slow-time dynamics is examined by60

studying two types of damage trajectories: (1) transition from the flat to the ramp damage evolution (piecewise-61

constant-and-linear function) and (2) the linear-exponential damage accumulation function. The effect of both the62

fast-time dynamics and the slow-time dynamics on optimal parameter selection are examined under both damage63

functions. The contribution of the selected parameters to the quality of damage identification are statistically64

analyzed using the global sensitivity analysis (GSA) of a series of quasi-Monte-Carlo (QMC) simulations [13, 14].65

Aside from applying the GSA in model evaluation, it was recently applied to experimental design for nonlinear system66

identification purposes [15]. Here, the dimension of the parameter space is reduced using the factor fixing setting67

[13, 16] of the GSA results to help apportion the importance of parameters in providing reliable PSW. A statistical68

description of the reduced parameter space that yields a reliable damage estimation is formalized into a strategy that69

guides the parameter selection. Finally, this strategy is applied to a series of field measurements obtained to study70

damage detection and prognosis in a nonlinear system whose structural integrity is affected by material anisotropy.71

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 provides the geometrical interpretation of the basic ideas,72

assumptions, and techniques used to characterize the PSW and its algorithm; Section 3 describes the PSW algorithm’s73

parameter space reduction and parameter selection based on GSA; Section 4 discusses the parameter selection74

strategy and its application to field measurement based on the quasi-Monte-Carlo simulations; and, finally, Section 575

summarizes the identified heuristics and strategy for reliable tracking and detecting of fatigue damage using PSW.76

2 Geometry of Phase Space Warping77

The HDS models nonlinear systems with multiple temporally-coupled dynamics with separable time scales. PSW was78

proposed based on an algorithmic procedure [2], and it can be summarized as: PSW characterizes the deformation79

of the fast-time manifold induced by the slow-time subsystem’s dynamics using the fast-time dynamics sampled from80

the flow on that manifold. This deformation, or PSW, is estimated through an algorithmic framework that involves:81

• the reconstruction of the fast-time phase space from the direct measurements of the fast-time dynamics,82

• the inference of the reference fast-time flow as if the slow-time subsystem is static, and83

• estimation of the difference between the observed fast-time flow and the inferred reference flow using the phase84

space warping function (PSWF).85

In the following section, we emphasize the continuous-time formulation of the PSW, the assumptions made, and the86

approximations required to obtain reliable PSW estimation. Later, practical considerations of the PSW theory and its87

algorithmic development through sampling are discussed. Aside from the theoretical developments, a comprehensive88

graphical illustration of the PSW theory’s geometry and its algorithmic considerations is provided.89
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2.1 PSW Concept for a Continuous-Time Hierarchical Dynamical System90

PSW is applicable to the following HDS91

ẋ = f(x, t;µ(φ)),

φ̇ = ǫg(φ; η(x)),

s = h(x),

(1)

where x ∈ X ⊂ R
m is the state variables that evolves in fast-time and it is directly observable (e.g., the structural92

dynamics); t ∈ T ⊂ R is the time variable; φ ∈ D ⊂ R
n is the slow-time dynamic variable which is unobservable or93

partially observable (e.g., the damage evolution); µ(φ) ∈ R
k is the fast-time parameter vector affected by the slow-94

time dynamics; η(x) ∈ R
q is the slow-time loading function; 0 < ǫ ≪ 1 constant reflects the difference between the95

fast and slow dynamics (for the rest of the paper, slow/fast system, slow-time/fast-time system, and damage/system96

response are used interchangeably); and s is the observation of the fast dynamic variable (e.g., measurement function97

of structural dynamics).98

PSW quantifies the deformation (i.e., warping) of the fast-time phase space S , X ×T described by the vector field99

f(·) (please, refer to Fig. 1 for the following discussion in this section). This deformation is assumed to be caused100

by the change in the fast-time system parameters as a function of the slow-time variable, µ(φ). More explicitly,101

we assume that for all φ ≥ 0, there exists an invariant, attractive, and finite-dimensional manifold Mφ ⊂ S, that102

smoothly depends on the change in φ. To track this deformation, the key operation in PSW is to estimate how the103

fast system would have evolved for a healthy reference system (i.e., when φ̇ = 0 and µ = µ(φR) , µR) and we call104

this the reference dynamics. If one knows exactly how the fast dynamics evolves for some fixed reference damage105

state (φ = φR), there is no need to estimate this reference dynamics. However, in practice, we do not expect to106

have enough knowledge of the reference dynamics. As a result, one has to model this reference dynamics from a107

designated reference portion of the acquired field measurements s.108

To quantify the PSW, we first denote a fast-time flow in phase space S staring from initial conditions x(t0) = xt0109

and φ(t0) = φt0 , with t0 an arbitrary initial time, as110

x(t0 + t, xt0 ;φt0) = F t (xt0 ;µ(φt0)) . (2)

Now, we can define the phase space warping function (PSWF) as111

et(xt0 , φt0) = F t (xt0 ;µ(φt0))− F t (xt0 ;µR) . (3)

To see the utility of this function in tracking the changes in slow-time variable ∆φ , φt0 − φR, we expand the flow112

about the reference value of damage variable113

F t (xt0 ;µ(φt0)) = F t (xt0 ;µR) +
∂F t

∂µ

∂µ

∂φ

∣∣∣∣
φ=φR

∆φ+O
(
‖∆φ‖

2
)
. (4)

Provided that the matrix114

PR(xt0) =
∂F t

∂µ

∂µ

∂φ

∣∣∣∣
φ=φR

(5)

exists and O
(
‖∆φ‖

2
)
is negligible, the PSWF is an affine transformation of the change in slow-time variable115

et(xt0 , φt0) ≈ PR(xt0)∆φ . (6)

Therefore, given the reference damage variable φR and if m ≥ n, we can write116

φt0 ≈ φR + P †
R(xt0) e

t(xt0 , φt0) , (7)

where P †
R(xt0) is the pseudo-inverse of PR(xt0). If m < n, we cannot obtain P †

R(xt0) and thus we do not have full117

observabilily of φt0 if we use only one initial condition xt0 . However, we may recover this observability by considering118

a set of initial points in the fast-time phase space and estimating P †
R in the least-squares sense over all those points.119

Even if matrix in Eq. (5) does not exist due to the nonlinear nature of the fast-time flow, we may still obtain the120

higher-order observability of the damage variable by including higher-order terms in the flow expansion Eq. (4).121
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x ∈ X ⊂ R
m

t ∈ T ⊂ R

φ ∈ D ⊂ R
n

φ
t
0 − φ

R

φ(t
0 +

t)−
φ
R

(0, φR, t0)

(xt0 , φR, t0)

x(t0 + t;µR)

(xt0 , φt0 , t0)

x(t0 + t;µ(φt0))

x(t0 + t;µR) + ∆φ

et(xt0 , φt0)

MφR
MφR

Sφt

SφR
SφR
SφR
SφR
SφR
SφR
SφR
SφR
SφR
SφR
SφR
SφR
SφR
SφR
SφR

(0, φt0 , t0)

(0, φt0 , t0 + t)

F t (xt0 ;µR)

F t (xt0 ;µ(φt0))

F t (xt0 ;µR) + ∆φ

Fig. 1. The figure depicts three-dimensional illustration of the HDS’s (m+n+1)-dimensional phase space X×D×T ,
where x and φ axes are meant to represent m- and n-dimensional coordinate axes, respectively. The two instants
of fast-time phase space SφR

and Sφt
are shown as orange sections through the reference and current values of

slow-time variable φR and φt, respectively. Two different flows are originated from their initial conditions, where
the blue curve depicts the flow in the reference fast phase space starting at (xt0 , φR, t0) and the red curve shows
the flow in the current fast phase space starting at (xt0 , φt0 , t0), where t0 is an arbitrary initial point of time. The
image of the reference flow embedded into the current phase space Sφt

is shown by the dashed blue curve. The phase
space warping function et(xt0 , φt0) is defined as difference between the fast flows starting from the same point but
for the reference and current values of slow variable φR and φt, respectively. In practice, we will not have access to
the reference flow starting exactly from (xt0 , φR, t0), and we have to use other available reference fast trajectories
(shown by dashed thin blue lines on the light blue reference manifold MφR

) to estimate it. Please note that MφR

from the actual system will have some small thickness along the φ axis, as damage evolves ad interim, which is less
than O(ǫTR).

2.2 Practical Considerations for PSW Implementation122

The measurement s in Eq. (1) almost always has a lower dimensionality compared to the fast state vector x. Assuming123

that s ∈ R and using ideas from the embedology [17], we can obtain a reconstructed state variable y topologically124

equivalent to x using the delay coordinate embedding y = y(s) = y(h(x)) = y(x) or125

y(t) = [s(t); s(t− τ); s(t− 2τ); · · · ; s(t− (d− 1)τ)] ∈ Y ⊂ R
d×1 , (8)

where d ≤ 2(m+ 1) is the dimensionality of the embedded state vector and τ is the appropriate delay time usually126

a multiple of a sampling period ts of s.127

2.2.1 Autonomous Hierarchical Dynamical System for Reconstructed Fast Phase Space128

Now, we interpret the PSW in this reconstructed fast-time phase space. Therefore, we recast our HDS, Eq. (1), as129

an autonomous dynamical system130

ẏ = f̃(y;µ(φ))

φ̇ = ǫg̃(φ; η(y))
(9)
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Since the phase spaces of HDSs described by Eq. (1) and Eq. (9) are diffeomorphic, the dynamics between the two131

systems is topologically equivalent. Now, we denote the corresponding flows of the dynamical subsystems as132

y(t0 + t, yt0 ;µ(φt0)) = F t(yt0 ;µ(φt0)) ,

φ(t0 + t, φt0 ; η(yt0)) = Gt(φt0 ; η(yt0))
(10)

where yt0 = y(t0) and φt0 = φ(t0). By definition,133

φ̇(t0) = lim
∆t→0

φ(t0 +∆t)− φ(t0)

∆t
. (11)

Thus, the corresponding slow-time dynamics over a short time interval ∆t can be approximated as134

G∆t (φt0 ; η(yt0)) ≈ φ(t0, φt0 ; η(yt0)) + ∆tφ̇(t0, φt0 ; η(yt0)) = φt0 + ǫ∆tg̃(φt0 ; η(yt0)) . (12)

If the same map is applied k − 1 more times to the above slow-time state variable, the following is deduced (please135

refer to Appendix A for detailed derivations),136

φ(t0 + k∆t;φt0) = Gk∆t(φt0 ; η(yt0)) = φt0 + ǫk∆tg̃(φt0 ; η(yt0)) +O
(
(ǫ∆t)2

)
. (13)

Therefore, the change in the damage state variable ||φ(t0 + t, φt0)− φt0 || ∼ O(ǫt).137

Due to the inherent time-scale separation, PSW focuses on reconstructing averaged slow-time damage variable138

φt ,
1

T

∫ t+T

t

φ(ν)dν (14)

where T represents the window size chosen for averaging over which fast-time dynamics can be treated as stationary.139

Using the result from above, we can see that for any ν ∈ [t, t+ T ], we have140

φ(ν)− φt = O(ǫ(ν − t)) ≤ O(ǫT ) . (15)

In this framework, we can specify the reference damage state of the slow dynamics as141

φR ,
1

TR

∫ TR

0

φ(ν)dν (16)

where TR ≥ T as we expect the rate of damage evolution to be the slowest initially, we may need more data to build142

a suitable reference model. In general, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the total change in the averaged slow-time variable is143

of the following order144

‖φt − φR‖ ≤ O

(
ǫ

[
t+

1

2
(TR + T )

])
, (17)

and it indicates that the change in the slow variable is detectable only if the observation time in the fast variable is145

above that order.

s(t− τ), · · · , s(t− (d− 1)τ)

φ

s(t)

φR

φt

O
(
ǫ
(
t+ TR+T

2

))

MφR Mφt Fig. 2. The close blue curve represents
the original manifold MφR

for the ref-
erence slow dynamics. The correspond-
ing observable change after some time
is indicated by the red band Mφt

about
the original manifold MφR

.

146
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Yt0

ŷ(t0 + t;φR)

s(t0 − τ), · · · , s(t0 − (d− 1)τ)

s(t0)

y(i)(t0;φR)

y(t0 + t;φR)

y(i)(t0 + t;φR)

y(t0 + t;φt0)

Yt0
+t

ŷ(t0 + t;φR)

time
t

et êt

εt

y(t0;φt0)

y(t0;φR)

t0

t0 + t

Fig. 3. PSWF et (dashed red vector) is estimated by approximating F t(yQ;µ(φR)) (dashed blue trajectory) using
the tangent space (straight blue line) of the reference trajectories starting from the nearest neighboring reference
points

{
y(i)(t0;φR)

}r

i=1
of yQ = y(t0;φt0) (only one of those trajectories is shown as solid thin blue curve). The

rest of the nearest neighbor trajectories (NNTs) are encircled by the blue-shaded areas which is mapped into an
ellipse over a short period of time, t. When the short-time assumption breaks, the NNTs are affected by the globally
nonlinear dynamics (please refer to the distorted s-shaped ellipse), making the prediction unreliable. Base on those
reference trajectories we build a LLM to estimate ŷ(t0 + t;φR), this introduces the prediction error in the estimate
εk = ŷ(t0 + t;φR) − y(t0 + t;φR). If this error is small, then the estimated PSWF êk is close to the true value
ek = êk + εk.

2.2.2 Estimating PSWF by Approximating Reference Fast-Time Dynamics147

If a model of the fast-time dynamics for the initial damage state φ(0) is not available, we can use the measured148

reference fast-time dynamics to approximate it over short time interval t ≪ T and for any t0 ∈ [0, TR]149

F t (y;µ (φ(0))) = F t (y;µ (φR)) +O

(
ǫ

(
t+

1

2
TR

))
≈ F t (y;µR) . (18)

F t (y;µR) can be viewed as a model for a fast-time subsystem for the reference value of φR ≈ φ(0).150

To infer how the fast-time flow would evolve for the reference slow variable, we work in the reconstructed phase151

space as shown in Fig. 3. In practical applications, we use local linear models (LLMs) to estimate PSW-based152
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metrics as long as the following assumptions are satisfied: (1) the prediction time t is relatively short and (2) the153

dynamic behaviors of the flow under observation and the reference flow are correlated. The first assumption ensures154

that the tangent ∂F t

∂y
is a sufficient approximation to the actual reference flow, and the second assumption ensures155

slow dynamic variable does not significantly affect the fast-time flow during the prediction. Specifically, in the156

reconstructed phase space, we consider some arbitrary state vector on the current flow, yQ = y(t0;φt0), and look for157

a set of nn state vectors on the reference flow, which are similar to yQ, we find them using y(i)(t0;φR) = y(i)(σ(yQ))158

some similarity metric σ(·). Then, we approximate the globally nonlinear autonomous map with an LLM-based on159

a set of known state vectors
{
y(i)

}nn

i=1
=

{
y(i)(t0;φR)

}nn

i=1
,160

F t
(
y(i);µR

)
= F t (yQ;µR) +

∂F t

∂y

∣∣∣∣
y=yQ

(
y(i) − yQ

)
+O

(∥∥∥y(i) − yQ

∥∥∥
2
)

≈ At(yQ) y
(i) + bt(yQ) ,

(19)

where At(yQ) = ∂F t

∂y

∣∣∣
y=yQ

and bt(yQ) = F t
(
y(i);µR

)
− At(yQ)y

(i) = y(i) (t0 + t;φR) − At(yQ)y
(i)(t0;φR) form a161

tuple that describes the linearized map. These model parameters can be estimated in the least-squares sense using162

all points in the neighborhood {y(i)}nni=1. Therefore, the inferred flow can be expressed as an estimate based on this163

LLM,164

F̂ t (yQ;µR) = At(yQ) yQ + bt(yQ) . (20)

The PSWF for the current fast-time phase space point yQ = y(t0;φt0) and the current slow-time state φt0 with165

respect to the reference value φR is given by166

et(φt0 , yQ) = F t(yQ;µ(φt0))− F t(yQ;µR). (21)

where et(·) is the short-time reference model prediction error or the damage tracking function in damage estimation167

applications; F t(yQ;µ(φt0)) is a reconstructed fast-time phase space point that is t-time ahead of yQ point, which is168

directly available from measurements, F t(yQ;µ(φt0)) = y(t0+t;φt0). However, the corresponding fast-time evolution169

that would have occurred for the reference/healthy state of the system F t(yQ;µR) needs to be estimated. Using170

LLMs or Eq. (20) we estimate the PSW tracking function as171

êt(φt0 , yQ) = y(t0 + t;φt0)− ŷ(t0 + t;φR)

= y(t0 + t;φt0)−At(yQ)yQ − bt(yQ) ,
(22)

whereAt(yQ) and bt(yQ) are estimated from the nearest neighbors
{
y(i)(t0;φR)

}nn

i=1
found in the reference fast-time172

data record and their images t-times later
{
y(i)(t0 + t;φR)

}nn

i=1
. In particular, we find the best fit parameters in the173

least squares sense to the following map174

y(i)(t0 + t;φR) ≈ At(yQ)y
(i)(t0;φR) + bt(yQ) , (23)

for all points in the neighborhood of yQ. The solution to this in the least squares sense is:175

[
At, bt

]
= Yt0+tỸ

†
t0
, (24)

where (·)† is the pseudo-inverse of (·),176

Y †
t0

= Y T
t0

(
Ỹt0 Ỹ

T
t0

)−1

, Yt =
[
y(1)(t;φR), y

(2)(t;φR), · · · , y
(nr)
R (t;φR)

]
, and Ỹt = [Yt; ones(1, nn)] . (25)

2.3 Practical Implementation of PSW Algorithm177

In practice, the estimation quality of the PSW is affected by the sampling and the subsequent data analysis method.178

The acquired fast-time series are first preprocessed, including data visualization, data truncation, and filtering.179

What is followed hereby is a framework that includes reference dynamics modeling, PSWF estimation, and slow-time180

damage extraction, which is referred to as the PSW algorithm as shown in Fig. 4.181
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Fig. 4. Phase space warping algorithm in a flowchart. The PSW algorithm comprises of three main parts after
the data is preprocessed: (1) building the reference model, (2) estimating the PSWF, and (3) extract the slow-time
dynamics using the smooth orthogonal decomposition.

2.3.1 Reconstruction of the Reference Dynamics182

We assume the reference fast-time dynamics is measured by uniformly-sampled-scalar-fast-time series {si} with183

appropriate sampling period ts, i.e., si = s(i ts). Using this data and Eq. (8), a fast-time phase space trajectory184

points {yi} ∈ R
d ((m + 1) ≤ d ≤ 2(m + 1)) are obtained. The corresponding nonlinear flows in Eqs. (10) and (12)185

become a sampled set of two coupled autonomous maps in Eq. (9).186

There are two important issues in the reference phase space reconstruction: (1) how many phase space points, nm,187

should be used in the reconstruction? and (2) how to reconstruct this phase space? The answer to the first issue188

depends on how slow the damage dynamics is compared to the fast-time oscillations, i.e., how small the ǫ is. We189

usually use some finite time samples nm over which we assume that the inference of the reference fast-time behavior190

is independent of changes in φ. From Eqs. (13) and (17), we know that
∥∥φ(i+nm)ts − φits

∥∥ ∼ O(ǫ nm ts) and the191

reference model should not violate the quasi-stationary condition, as long as nm ≪ 1/ǫ. Based on the reference192

data, phase space reconstruction through delay coordinate embedding is accomplished using the proper selection of193

the delay time, τ (now in samples), and the embedding dimension, d, with conventional methods [18, 19]; and the194

reconstructed state vector are expressed as,195

yi =
[
si; si−τ ; · · · ; si−(d−1)τ

]
∈ R

d×1 (26)

where
{
si, si−τ , · · · , si−(d−1)τ

}nm

i=1
is a set of delayed coordinates of the reconstructed phase space. No sophistication196

is introduced herein regarding embedding the observed data; this provides insights to parameter selection with the197

simplest possible algorithmic construct of PSW. Readers are referred to [12] for the implementation of an improved198

embedding strategy.199

2.3.2 Phase Space Warping Function200

The fundamental difficulty for a reliable estimation of the PSW is the inference of the reference dynamics over time as201

if slow dynamics stays unaltered in its healthy state. To this end, the reference dynamics is resolved by identifying the202

reference state vectors that have similar dynamic behavior to the current state of the system (i.e., similar state vectors203

or phase space points), in the reference phase space for φ = φR. PSW algorithm infers F k(yi, µR) , F k ts(yi, µR)204

by characterizing the secant space (approximation to the tangent space) of the reference flow. Following Eqs. (19)205
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and (20), the estimated PSWF is the difference between the estimated reference state ŷi+k(φR) and the current state206

yi+k(φi), which can be expressed in the discrete time as,207

êki , êk(φi, yi) = yi+k −Ak
i yi − bki , (27)

a discrete-time version of Eq. (22), where yi = yi(φi) is the i-th vector in the reconstructed phase space for φ = φi; yi+k208

is the point k sample times later in the same phase space; Ak
i , Ak ts(yi) and bki , bk ts(yi) are linear approximation209

parameters to the reference F k(·) which estimate where the flow would have been for φ = φR if φ̇ = 0.210

Following the formulation in Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) developed for the HDS, there are many different similarity211

metrics one can use to build the LLM described in Eq. (20). Here, we choose the nearest neighbors in the reference212

reconstructed flows NN (y) , {yr(σ(y);φR)}
nn
r=1 that are nn-closest-reference points to y. Ak and bk in Eq. (27) are213

obtained from the local linear regression over all NN (yi) , NN i = {yri }
nn
r=1 and their future states k-samples later214

NN i+k = {yri+k}
nn
r=1215

NN i+k ≈ Ak(yi)NN i + bk(yi) . (28)

This is called the training stage of the reference LLM, based on the reference reconstructed phase space points. As216

a result, Eq. (20) can be expressed as the following estimate, F̂ k (yi;µR) = ŷi+k(φR) = Ak(yi)yi + bk(yi) , where217

ŷi+k(φR) describes the predicted reference flow k-samples later starting from yi, this is referred to as the prediction218

stage of the LLM. Quasi-stationarity is assumed during the time used for prediction, k ts, where no qualitative219

change can be observed in the fast-time phase space. The geometrical illustration of this procedure is provided in220

Fig. 5, where the training data sets are illustrated as the blue vertical lines k-samples apart from each other, and221

the predicted PSW is indicated by the blue circle with white face color.222

yn(φ)

n

φ

n
=
i+

k

n = i

yi+k(φR)

ŷi+k(φR)

êki

εki

yi(φi)

yi+k(φi)

NN i+k

NN i
φ = φR

φ = φi

Fig. 5. Estimating PSWF eki for a reconstructed phase space point yi(φi) entails (1) finding the nearest neighbors
of yi(φi) in the reference phase space for φ = φR contained inside a blue ball NN i and their images k-samples later
contained in the blue ellipsoid NN i+k; and (2) finding the optimal LLM between these neighborhoods to estimate the
ŷi+k(φR). Then êki = yi+k(φi)− ŷi+k(φR) and the error in the PSWF estimate is εki = eki − êki = ŷi+k(φR)−yi+k(φR)
the same as the error in the reference LLM prediction.

As long as the dimensionality of ek is greater than or equal to the dimensionality of φ, its observability condition is223

valid. Reference LLMs are obtained through ordinary least-squares using the reference data inside the two ellipsoids224
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Fig. 6. Geometrical interpretation of the phase space warping feature vector estimation. A k-d tree sectioning of
the whole phase space yields subspaces or hypercuboids Bi. In subplot (a), the red curve inside the B1 hypercuboid
stands for the corresponding portion of the current or warped flow, and the blue curve depicts the corresponding
estimated reference flow. The small magenta vectors show how the PSWF changes over the sampled data inside the
B1. For each data record number j, the temporal average to the PSWF (the large magenta vector) is then obtained
within each of the hypercuboids using the corresponding portions of rl samples shown as the thin magenta curve
reconstructed from the PSWF magenta vectors. The flows in other hypercuboids are shown using grey curves. A
close-up view of the first hypercuboid is shown in subplot (b) with only the corresponding PSWFs evolution for each
data record number or slow-time stamp (j − 1), j, and (j + 1) and their corresponding averages, showing how the
local PSWF evolves in the averaged (slow) time. The locally averaged PSWF in each of hypercuboids Bi varies over
the averaged “slower” time scale represented by the corresponding rl-long data record number j. As the slow-time
or record number j varies, we can observe the corresponding time evolution of the time-averaged local PSWF c1(φj)
as shown in subplot (c). For ease of illustration, hypercuboids are shown as equispaced. However, in reality, the
volume is partitioned according to the probability of density of the data points.

(NNi and NNi+k). Thus, a shorter prediction time (i.e., keeping k small) would provide a more accurate inference225

of the reference flow. Longer prediction steps k may push the predictions into a normal space of the reference flow,226

resulting in a significant prediction error εk.227

To track multi-dimensional slow-time variables and increase the robustness of the tracking metric, higher-dimensional228

vector-valued PSWF was proposed by sectioning the reconstructed phase space into nb subspaces or hypercuboids229

{Bi}
nb
i=1 with equal probability of the presence of the reference state vectors [10], see subplot (a) in Fig. 6. This230

provides an ensemble of local estimates (or observers) of phase space distortion (i.e., PSWFs) in each of these231

hypercuboids,232

ci(φj) =
1

Ni

∑

yq∈Bi

êk(φj , yq) =
1

Ni

∑

yq∈Bi

êkq (φj) (29)

where ci(φj) ∈ R
d×1 and Ni is the number of current points in the hypercuboid Bi. One should realize that Eq. (29)233

involves averaging over the sampled time in each of the hypercuboids.234

Figure 6 shows the illustration of assembling of the vector-valued PSWF. The whole time series is segmented with235

a predetermined window size called the record length, rl. For each of the windowed time records numbered j, the236

PSWF at each reconstructed sample point is estimated as visualized by the magenta vectors in subplot (a) of Fig. 6.237

For large enough rl values, there will be more than one trajectory passes through each of the hypercuboids and238

less probability that one of them is empty. For each j, the temporal average of the PSWF is calculated in each of239

the hypercuboids, giving one PSWF vector ci(φj) ∈ R
d in the averaged slow time for each of the hypercuboids, see240

the large magenta vector located at the center of the phase space in Fig. 6 (a). Keeping rl large will also smooth241
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out the local undulations in the local estimate of the PSWF. To increase the algorithmic robustness, in this paper,242

the averaged PSWF values in the empty boxes for the current step will be replaced by their predecessors (i.e.,243

last observation carried forward method in [20]). To help extract the slow-time dynamics from the obtained local244

averaged PSWFs, they are reshaped into a Nd = (d × nb)-dimensional damage feature vector E(φj) ∈ R
1×Nd for245

each windowed data records j = 1, · · · , nr:246

E(φj) = [c1(φj); c2(φj); · · · ; cd(φj)]
T (30)

and then concatenated into a tracking matrix, E ∈ R
nr×Nd

E = [E(φ1);E(φ2); · · · ;E(φnr)] , (31)

which can also be written as

E =




| | |
E1(φ) E2(φ) · · · ENd

(φ)
| | |


 , (32)

where each column Ei, i = 1, 2, · · · , Nd represents the projection of the variation of the locally averaged PSWF onto247

each independent local embedding dimension in Fig. 6 (c).248

Reference [10] claims this phase space sectioning suppresses spurious fluctuations that are not related to the slow-time249

dynamics without giving any explanations. Here, we address this by providing a supporting explanation as to why250

the tracking accuracy favors partitioning. Consider a system whose reconstructed phase space is two-dimensional,251

and the slow dynamics either expands the flow globally or warps the flow locally, see Fig. 7. When no partitions252

exist, a global observer tends to average out the effect of the uniform expansion and predicts no change in the mean,253

see case (a1) in Fig. 7. Moreover, the global observer tends to obscure the global expansion and the local warping,254

ending up with a global observation vector whose direction is primarily affected by the local warping, see case (b1) in255

Fig. 7. Finally, the global observer may be insensitive to the nature of local warping, as shown in case (c1) in Fig. 7.256

In contrast to a global observer, k-d partitioning provides nb number of locally averaged PSWFs or an ensemble of257

local observations which enrich the spatial description of the PSW. As shown in cases (a2), (b2), and (c2), splitting258

the corresponding two-dimensional space into four subspaces (quadrants) allows for clear differentiation of local and259

global expansion or warping. In particular, partitioning helps describe and delineate spatially hierarchical warping260

in the phase space through a “voting mechanism” (the local observers infer the big picture by discussing what they261

saw through a conversation) provided by the slow-time dynamics reconstruction process. On the other hand, when262

the PSW results in large deformation of the flow or when a translation of the flow is dominant, larger nb may result263

in more empty subspaces, which will cause rank-deficiency in the error matrix E.264

After the error matrix is obtained, multivariate data analysis is applied to obtain a desirable representative of the265

estimated damage-time history. In this paper, the smooth orthogonal decomposition (SOD) is used to extract the266

smoothest temporal variations from the feature vectors E(φj) [2]. For the details on SOD and its properties please267

see Refs. [2, 3, 21]. Specifically, SOD uses a generalized singular value decomposition of the matrices E and its time268

derivative DE, usually estimated using a finite difference operator to get:269

E = USXT,

DE = V CXT,
(33)

where U and V are unitary matrices, D is some finite difference operator in time, S and C are diagonal, and X is270

a full rank matrix composed of smooth modes. Then, the corresponding smooth orthogonal coordinates (SOCs) are271

obtained using:272

Φ̂ = US , (34)

where Φ̂ ∈ R
nr×Nd is used to estimate the hidden slow dynamics trajectory by considering only the smoothest273

columns of Φ̂ indicated by the magnitudes of the smooth orthogonal values (SOVs) given by term by term division274

of diag
(
STS

)
and diag

(
CTC

)
.275

3 Practical Parameter Selection based on Global Sensitivity Analysis276

The PSW algorithm is a non-parametric estimator for the slow-time dynamics in the HDS that requires numerous277

input parameters that determine the algorithm’s performance. However, the parameter selection was not explicitly278
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Fig. 7. Graphical Illustration of the effect of partitioning the reconstructed phase space into subspaces on the
accuracy of the PSW estimation. For clarity, the phase space is confined to two dimensions. Blue curves indicate
the reference manifold, and the red curve indicates the warped manifold.

explained or discussed in the available literature apart from providing some basic ranges for the selection [1, 3, 4, 10].279

In this section, we use geometrical heuristics and variance-based global sensitivity analysis to guide the parameter280

selection strategy focusing on the application to fatigue damage identification from vibration data of a nonlinear281

system.282

3.1 Variance-Based Global Sensitivity Analysis283

For an accurate estimation, sensitivity analysis is applied to the PSW procedure to determine a practical scheme of284

parameter selection. Given an existing model, sensitivity analysis determines how the uncertainty in the output of285

the model is apportioned to the uncertainties in the model inputs [13]. In contrast to local sensitivity analysis (LSA),286

the global sensitivity analysis (GSA) is used here as it can sort out the parameters in terms of their contribution to287

the variance of the output. In particular, the GSA helps one to prioritize (or skip) the selection of the parameters288

(i.e., the factor prioritization). Given a square integrable function f(·)—in this context, the PSW algorithm—over289

a m-dimensional parameter space (usually represented by a m-dimensional hypercuboid),290

Ωk = (X|min(Xi) ≤ Xi ≤ max(Xi); i = 1, · · · ,m), (35)

where the random variable X represents the input variables to the PSW algorithm, and for each of the components291

Xi, the domain is designated by some type of probability distributions. Sobol proposed the higher-order model292

representation which decompose the function f(·) into,293

f = f0 +
∑

i

fi +
∑

i

∑

j>i

fij + · · ·+ f12···k, (36)

in which each individual term is also square integrable over the domain of the functions. Based on the higher-order294

model representation, the model can be treated as the function described in Eq. (36). To characterize the sensitivity,295

one first square integrates every term in Eq. (36) and by implementing the notation of the variances, one can obtain296

the ANOVA-HDMR (analysis of variance–higher dimensional model representation) decomposition,297

V (Y ) =
∑

i

Vi +
∑

i

∑

j>1

Vij + · · ·+ V12···k (37)

where V (·) now is the variance estimator, Vi , V (fi) = V [E(Y |Xi)] is the variance to the univariate function fi,298

Vij , V (fij) = V [E(Y |Xi, Xj)] is the variance to the bivariate function fij , and so do the rest of the components.299
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The decomposition of the sensitivity can be obtained by normalizing the equation by the total variance of the output,300

∑

i

Si +
∑

i

∑

j>i

Sij +
∑

i

∑

j>i

∑

k>j

Sijk + · · ·+ S123···m = 1, (38)

where Si ,
V [E(Y |Xi)]

V (Y ) represents the sensitivity of the first order (or the univariate part of the function decom-301

position), which indicates how much variance is contributed by fixing only one variable in the input space; the302

second-order sensitivity indices indicate how much output variance will change if two variables are fixed (not in-303

cluding the marginal effect contributed from the univariate cases); sensitivity indices with higher order are defined304

in the same sense, and the total sensitivity should add up to unity. Therefore, if the summation of the first-order305

sensitivity indices does not equal to one, i.e.,
∑

i Si 6= 1, interaction between various inputs exists. However, a valid306

estimation of the higher-order interaction sensitivity terms requires a large amount of samples of the output; this307

is simply because the number of samples in the parameter subspace shrinks exponentially after constraining more308

than one input variable. It is suggested to use first order sensitivity index and total sensitivity index to examine the309

contribution of each variable and their interaction with all other possible variables, respectively [16].310

3.2 Heuristics-Based Hypotheses on Parameter Selection311

The conduct of a GSA includes (1) identifying the goal of the GSA, (2) deciding which input variables to be considered,312

(3) choosing proper distribution functions for each input variable, (4) executing the GSA, and (5) interpreting the313

results. To make the formal sensitivity analysis more tangible, the expert’s opinion or the appropriate heuristics314

is a good start for steps (2) and (3); this helps minimize the computational costs of the GSA [13]. Based on the315

previous studies using PSW, the parameter selection during the phase space reconstruction is standardized by existing316

methodologies in nonlinear time series analysis [18, 19]. In this paper, the rest of the parameters are categorized317

into two groups, namely, the ones tracking the short-time phase-space dynamics (nm, nb, nn, and k) and the ones318

related to long-term temporal averaging (rl and nr). The first group is intimately related to the reference model319

in the reconstructed phase space during the construction of the LLMs. In contrast, the second group determines320

how many data points are used for averaging the fast-time dynamics to track slow-time dynamics. The following321

heuristics-based hypotheses on these parameters are made:322

1. nm, the number of data points used in the reference model establishes the baseline for the rest of the procedure.323

Therefore, we treat it as the most critical parameter to obtain an accurate estimation of the slow-time dynamics;324

it determines the accuracy of the reference model in terms of its quasi-stationarity. In particular, as discussed325

in section 2.2.1, nm should provide enough data for the reference model to capture the local dynamics in the326

reconstructed phase space but not be so large as to include dynamics related to the slow-time dynamics (thus,327

breaking the quasi-stationarity assumption).328

2. nb, the number of hypercuboids used in the reference model’s phase space, is equaly important to nm. This329

partitioning of the phase spaces helps delineate multi-spatial-scale PSW and eliminates spurious fluctuations330

predominated by the complexity of the fast-time dynamics.331

3. nn, the number of nearest neighbors used to construct the reference LLMs has its effects on the model accuracy332

due to two main reasons: (1) when nn asymptotically approaches zero, the linear regression in Eq. (28)333

is unstable during the matrix inversion; and (2) very large nn causes LLM to lose its “locality” and when334

nn → nm, the local reference dynamics becomes global, which a linear model cannot represent.335

4. k, the number of steps (sampled time intervals) used in Eq. (28) determines the temporal distance between the336

two clouds of points, namely, the blue lines NN i and NN i+k on the reference manifold in Fig. 5 (or, equivalently,337

the circles and the ellipse in Fig. 3). When k is too large, the local affinity of the transformation is violated338

due to the nonlinear nature of the flow. This parameter also dictates the “locality” of the LLMs, e.g., if the k339

is too large, the mapping may lose its temporal correlation, causing larger error between the PSWF and the340

real PSW.341

5. rl and nr are the record length and number of records used for temporal averaging, respectively. We consider342

these factors less critical due to their irrelevance to the reconstruction of the reference dynamics. We propose343

to treat rl as the window size and nr as the control of overlapping during the temporal averaging; that is344

when rl × nr > length(y), there exists overlapping between two windows, see Fig. 6. In general, nr should be345

larger than d× nb to allow for the full-rank SOD, and rl should not be too small as to yield too many empty346

hypercuboids in Eq. (29), which may cause the rank-deficiency of E.347
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In this paper, only the first four parameters are included in the GSA as rationalized by the above heuristics. Since no348

prior knowledge is available on the distribution of the four factors (as random input variables), uniform distribution349

for each parameter is assumed. However, since the previous studies proposed valuable ranges for the parameters to350

consider [1, 3, 4, 10], the distributions are designated as follows351

nm ∼ U(25, 213)

nb ∼ U(20, 25)

nn ∼ U(22, 25)

k ∼ U(1, 12).

(39)

where U(·, ·) represents the uniform distribution whose lower bound and upper bound are separated by a comma.352

All the samples drawn from these distributions are of integer values.353

3.3 Practical Parameter Selection through Quasi-Monte-Carlo Simulations354

Statistical examination of the GSA and visual inspection of the results guides the practical parameter selection355

strategy for an accurate estimation of slow-time dynamics (i.e., the damage evolution). The estimation of the PSWF356

is highly dependent on the nature of the fast and slow dynamics. Here, we use simulations of a nonlinear mechanical357

oscillator with prescribed damage to gain insight into parameter selection through GSA. These simulations are simple358

to implement and easy to understand but reflect the complexity of the nonlinear system response. In particular, the359

following issues are examined:360

1. The effect of reference data quasi-stationarity: damage dynamics of the ramp type with various lengths of361

damage initiation are investigated;362

2. The effect of underlying damage dynamics on the parameter selection: damage of the linear-exponential growth363

type with various growth rates are considered;364

3. The effect of the nature of the fast-time response on the parameter selection: a comparative illustration among365

(i) period-1 responses, (ii) period-3 responses, and (iii) chaotic responses is conducted.366

The ramp and linear-exponential damage function can be expressed explicitly as,367

φ = φe Θ

(
t−

Te

rφ

)
◦

[
a1
Te

(
t−

Te

rφ

)
+ a2 exp

(
a3

t

Te

)]
, (40)

where φe is the critical damage value when the simulations stop; Θ(·) is the Heaviside function; ◦ indicates a368

Hadamard product; Te is the total time to failure; rφ represents the damage initiation time as a ratio to the total369

time to failure; t is the time variable; and ai, i = 1, · · · , 3 are the parameters that control the proportionality of the370

linear and exponential growth as well as the intensity of the exponential growth. This damage model mimics the371

Paris’-Law-type crack propagation in linear elastic fracture mechanics of solids [22]. The actual damage evolutions372

used in the simulations are shown in Fig. 8. When damage of the ramp type is desired, a2 is set to zero, leaving only373

the linear part of the damage dynamics,374

φR = φe Θ

(
t−

Te

rφ

)
◦

[
a1
Te

(
t−

Te

rφ

)]
; (41)

and in the case of linear-exponential damage accumulation, one can set the damage initiation ratio to infinity (i.e.,375

rφ ∼ ∞) and obtain,376

φLE = φe

[
a1
Te

t+ a2 exp

(
a3

t

Te

)]
. (42)

To examine the parameter selection under various measurable fast-time dynamics, a Duffing oscillator with deterio-377

rating stiffness is considered,378

ẍ+ cẋ+ [κ(1− φ) + α]x+ βx3 = f(t), (43)

which is mass normalized. In the Eq. (43): c is the damping coefficient; κ is the stiffness when there is no damage;379

κ(1 − φ) is the effective stiffness and is a function of the damage variable φ ∈ [0, 1]; α and β are the linear portion380
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Fig. 8. Prescribed damage-time histories used in the quasi-Monte-Carlo simulations. Left: the damage of the ramp
type (Eq. (41)) where three samples are designated which correspond to damage initiation at (1) the beginning of
the life span (rφ = ∞), (2) 5% of the life span (rφ = 20), and (3) 50% of the life span (rφ = 2). Right: the damage
of the linear-exponential type (Eq. (42)) where samples with three distinct damage growth rates are designated (i.e.,
a3 = 13, a3 = 15, and a3 = 30, respectively). Grey lines in the plots indicate other possible damage evolutions of
the same type and the colored functions are selected from the family of damage curves.
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Fig. 9. Sketches of the mechanical system considered in the quasi-Monte-Carlo simulations. (a) a distributed
parameter system (a cantilevered beam) with initial damage and nonlinear stiffness on one of the boundaries; (b) a
simplified version of (a) where the mass is lumped to m, the damage is modeled by the variable stiffness κ(φ).

and the nonlinear portion of the nonlinear stiffness, respectively; and f(t) describes the external excitation. One381

possible configuration of the assumed model is given in Fig. 9, if the first mode of vibration dominates the response.382

383

Since the GSA is computationally intensive, we select the numerical examples using the above heuristics-based384

hypotheses. Therefore, to examine the effect of the reference data quasi-stationarity on parameter selection, we385

use the ramp function with different periods of damage initiation (i.e., different time spans when damage does not386

propagate), see left subplot in Fig. 8. To further examine the effect of various rates of damage propagation on387

the parameter selection, we use the linear-exponential model cases shown in the right subplot of Fig. 8. Three388

types of responses from the nonlinear oscillator are considered through variations of the final damage level, system389

parameters, and the excitation magnitude to address the effects on fast-time dynamics. The parameters that control390

the system response are summarized in Table 1. These parameters ensure that no bifurcations happen during the391

damage evolution. The sample responses for the ramp damage function where damage initiates from 50% of the392

total life span are illustrated in Fig. 10, where the fast-time responses indicate that it is difficult to infer what the393

underlying damage dynamics is, especially when the response is chaotic.394

One of the challenges of the GSA is establishing a reasonable number of samples needed from the prescribed sample395

space. Here, we used a trial-and-error approach to obtain the final sample size of 104, where we observed no significant396

variations from the obtained sensitivity indices. This selection also ensures that no excessive samples are drawn from397

the predefined sample space Ω, where three of four parameters are sparse. The samples of the input parameters are398

drawn through a Sobol quasi-random set and evaluated through the PSW algorithm with a fixed set of temporal399
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Response
Type

Parameter Values

System Loading Damage

κ c α β A ω φt0 φe

Period-1 0.5 0.3 0 0 0.37 1.3 0 0.3
Period-3 0.5 0.3 -1.5 1 0.37 1.3 0 0.3
Chaotic 0.5 0.3 -1.5 1 0.32 1.3 0 0.3

Table 1: Parameter used to produce system responses with various complexity

averaging parameters rl = 26 and nr ensuring 0% overlapping. The first dominant SOC from each PSW estimation,400

obtained from Eq. (34) is treated as the estimate of the damage-time history and is scaled to its original range.401

Eventually, the prediction quality is quantified through the mean absolute error between the estimated damage402

and the actual damage,
∑Nφ

i=1

∣∣∣φ̂i − φi

∣∣∣N−1
φ . Some of the estimated damage time series obtained from the quasi-403

Monte-Carlo simulations are shown in Fig. 11. These plots indicate that the PSW damage estimates can track the404

underlying ground truth given a set of optimal parameters, regardless of the underlying type of responses and the405

damage dynamics.406

3.4 Parameter Space Reduction based on the GSA Results407

Here, we focused on the first-order sensitivity indices to illustrate the effects of parameters used in estimating the408

PSWF on the mean absolute error in damage tracking. The number of data used for constructing the reference phase409

space nm has a higher weight when the fast-time dynamics is periodic (see the nm bar cluster in the second row of410

Fig. 12) in contrast to the chaotic response. The significance of its effect decreases as the system response gets more411

complex, i.e., as fast-time response varies from period-1 to chaotic (see the nm bars in the first subplot of Fig. 12).412

However, nm loses its significance when the underlying damage is of linear–exponential type (bottom row plots in413

Fig. 12). The number of hypercuboids used for the PSWF (nb) shows increasing significance as the complexity of414

the system response increases. This feature is shared by both slow-time dynamics considered in this paper, which415

can be observed from the increment of sensitivity of the nb bars illustrated in the second row of Figs. 12–13. The416

contribution in the prediction error variance by the number of nearest neighbors (nn) is similar to the effect of nb417

for the ramp damage function. It can be seen from the first row of Fig. 12 that nn’s effect on prediction error418

increases as the quasi-stationarity breaks down. Moreover, its weight gets more prominent when the complexity419

of the fast-time response increases, see Fig. 12. However, the sensitivity–complexity correlation breaks down when420

the quasi-stationarity assumption is violated (in the linear–exponential damage case); the prediction error variation421
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Fig. 10. Plots depicting the responses due to prescribed damage evolution. Upper: damage-time histories of the
ramp type with the damage initiation at 50% of the total life span; lower: system responses with the prescribed
damage. Left: system response is of period-1 type; middle: system response is of period-3 type; right: system
response is of chaotic type.
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significantly drops when the initial crack growth rate is low, see the decrements in the sensitivity of nn in the first422

row of Fig. 13. Among all the parameters considered in the sensitivity study, k or step has the least contribution to423

the changes in the prediction error variance, under the considered range of k. Since the prediction error is insensitive424

to k, this parameter may be ruled out from further consideration. In addition, we are free to choose any value of k,425

within the considered range, without significantly affecting the prediction quality under the considered distribution.426

Therefore, we reduce the final size of the parameter space to three, spanned by nm, nb, and nn in the sense of factor427

fixing setting [13]. One example of the visual inspection of the reduced parameter space from which the sampled428

parameters yield under five-percentile error is shown in Fig. 14. The figure shows the clustering of the parameter429

triplets in the reduced parameter space as the complexity of the response varies. Moreover, the two-dimensional430

marginal statistics show very distinct distributions for each response. For clarity, the rest of the analysis will focus431

on the moment description of the one-dimensional marginal probability density functions from all the cases.432

3.5 Parameter Normalization and Parameter Selection Guideline433

The probability mass functions show the effect of both the fast- and slow-time dynamics on the parameter selection as434

observed in the reduced parameter space. Table 4 summarizes the statistics of the marginal probability distribution435

of each parameter in the reduced three-dimensional parameter space that yields within 1-decile prediction error436

among all the considered cases with the ramp and LE damage function.437

This prediction accuracy region is selected based on the visual inspection of the damage prediction quality from438

the simulation samples, see Fig. 11. To eliminate the effects from sampling and embedding, the statistics of the439

first three parameters in Table 4 are embedology-parameter-normalized ; temporally, nm is normalized by the delayed440

sample time, nm/τ ; spatially, nb and nn are normalized by the embedding dimension d, these normalized statistics441
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Fig. 11. Sampled damage estimation results obtained from the quasi-Monte-Carlo simulations. The results indicate
that the PSW-estimated damage dynamics match the true damage dynamics as long as the optimal parameters are
used, regardless of the type of the fast- and slow-time dynamics. The results are presented in terms of their decile
statistics of the mean absolute error between the estimation and the ground truth and only the first ten estimates
of each decile group are plotted. Left: the simulations that correspond to the harmonic fast-time responses; right:
the simulations that correspond to the chaotic fast-time responses; upper: the slow-time dynamics of the ramp type
(Eq. (41)) with 50% of the life span being static (rφ = 2); lower: the damage of the linear-exponential type (Eq.
(42)) with a3 = 13. Black-solid lines correspond to the damage estimates that are within 1-decile prediction error.
Grey-dashed lines indicate damage estimates with higher estimation errors. The yellow curves are the ground truths
among the illustrated cases.
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Fig. 12. First-order global sensitivity indices obtained from the quasi-Monte-Carlo simulation using the ramp
damage function illustrated in the left subplot of Fig. 8. First row: the sensitivity indices compared across various
quasi-stationarity during the damage propagation (slow-time dynamics), from left to right, the damage-free portion
of the damage propagation decrease from 50% to 0; second row: the sensitivity indices compared across different
types of fast-time responses, from left to right, the complexity of the fast-time responses increase.

are rounded to their ceiling integer and concluded in Table 2. The normalization is conducted to eliminate the442

temporal irregularity and the spatial complexity of the data. For example, it helps reduce the effects induced by443

various sampling frequencies across various trials of experiments; it also helps mitigate the significant discrepancies in444

nb induced by the response complexity. For a more detailed graphical representation of the PDFs that are discussed445

in this section, please refer to Figs. 17–18 in the Appendix B. From the Table 2,446

1. for the parameter selection based on the fast-time dynamics:447

(a) As the complexity of the system response increases, high-quality predictions require more sample vectors448
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Fig. 13. First-order global sensitivity indices obtained from the quasi-Monte-Carlo simulation using the linear-
exponential damage function illustrated in the right subplot of Fig. 8. First row: the sensitivity indices compared
across various exponential damage growth rate during the damage propagation (slow-time dynamics), from left to
right, the damage-free portion of the damage propagation increase from 13 to 30; second row: the sensitivity indices
compared across different types of fast-time responses, from left to right, the complexity of the fast-time responses
increase.
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to be included in the reference model, i.e., a larger number of nm is preferred. Some cases may seem449

like outliers, e.g., the P-1 cases in the LE damage group; however, they have a large standard deviation,450

indicating the tracking quality is less sensitive to the selection of nm, which does not contradict the general451

conclusion made herein.452

(b) For the normalized statistics, the dependence of the optimal nb on the complexity of the response is453

nullified when compared to the original statistics in Table 4. Generally, the normalized nb does not454

correlate with the complexity of the response, and one should use less nb to reduce computation time, if455

possible. However, when considering non-normalized nb, a significant separation in parameter sensitivity456

between the chaotic case and the period-1 response is expected; this supports the hypothesis made in457

section 3.2, see the difference between P-3 cases and chaotic cases in Table 4 in the Appendix.458

(c) The nn is less sensitive to the responses’ complexity than to the other two parameters. However, it favors459

a higher number of nearest neighbors as the complexity of the response increases for accurate reference460

modeling. Moreover, if the normalized statistics are used, the nn has a negative correlation to the response461

complexity but spans a limited range of selection, see the rows of nn in Table 2.462

2. As for the parameter selection based on the slow-time dynamics:463

(a) As the quasi-stationarity condition breaks down (e.g., from a3 = 30 to a3 = 13 in Table. 4), the selection464

of nm favors less data used for the reference model.465

(b) The selection of nb is less affected by the quasi-stationarity condition, but it is more sensitive to the damage466

growth rate. The period-3 response data concentrates on an intermediate number of hypercuboids; the467

increment in its lower bound is due to the decrements in the linear part of the damage growth at the468

very beginning of the fatigue life. Moreover, the period-1 response favors a lower value for nb as the469

Fig. 14. An example of visual inspection of the reduced parameter space from which the sampled parameters
result in high prediction accuracy with the prediction errors within 5-percentile (5PCTL) of the total variance of the
prediction error among 104 trials from the quasi-Monte-Carlo simulations. The upper-left figure is the parameter
triplets’ scatter plot, leading to very low prediction error for the prescribed damage. Larger and darker dots indicate
the triplets that yield a lower error. The rest of the subplots show the 2-dimensional marginal PDF of the parameters,
which gives the 5-percentile error.
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exponential growth rate increases. This observation is also consistent with the other two cases; for the470

period-3 response, its higher bound decreases, whereas for the chaotic one, its lower bound fades into lower471

values of nb. As the growth rate increases, the damaged manifold diverges from the reference manifold472

drastically, which causes empty local hypercuboids in the warped phase space if large nb is used. Therefore,473

a conservative number of nb is always preferred.474

(c) From the non-normalized statistics for both ramp and LE damage dynamics in Table 4, one can conclude475

that a higher number of nn is preferred for the chaotic responses as the quasi-stationarity breaks down.476

For example, as the exponential growth rate decreases from a3 = 30 to a3 = 13, the fast dynamics is less477

stationary, more nn is preferred by the chaotic cases. And the opposite is true for the periodic cases.478

Based on the preceding statistical inference, the general guidelines for input parameter selection for the PSW algo-479

rithm can be summarized as follows:480

1. The selection of nm depends sensitively on both the fast-time dynamics (i.e., the complexity of the response)481

and the slow-time dynamics (i.e., the damage dynamics). An increase in the complexity of the response482

necessitates a larger nm. In addition, as the quasi-stationarity breaks down, the lower complexity response483

favors smaller nm due to the damage contaminating the reference fast-time dynamics.484

2. The nb used for the construction of the k-d tree and the high-dimensional representation of the tracking function485

is more sensitive to the complexity of the fast-time dynamics. Complex responses prefer larger nb before the486

parameters are normalized for its ability to capture more complex embedded dynamics. Periodic responses487

have a wider range of valid nb values, whereas the chaotic case needs significantly larger nb to improve damage488

estimation accuracy. Also, when the slow-time dynamics aggressively deforms or translates the flow, smaller489

nb is preferred due to the violation of the first assumption, ∆t → ǫt. Therefore, it is recommended to take a490

conservative estimate to reduce prediction error and save computation time, e.g., a normalized nb = 6 may be491

a good start.492

3. The selection of nn has lower sensitivity compared to the last two parameters. While a larger number of nn493

is preferred for LLM building, the situation may require fewer nn to keep the neighborhood local. For the494

Parameters Statistics rφ = 2 rφ = 20 rφ = ∞

P-1 P-3 C P-1 P-3 C P-1 P-3 C

Mean 179 541 903 310 680 688 207 212 726
nm

Std 109 425 178 338 418 347 203 157 342
Mean 7 8 7 8 8 7 5 5 6

nb
Std 4 2 0.75 3 2 0.5 3 2 0.4
Mean 11 8 6 11 7 6 7 5 5

nn
Std 4 3 2 4 2 2 3 2 1

Ramp

Embedology tuple (τ , d): (4, 2) (3, 3) (6, 4) (4, 2) (3, 3) (6, 4) (4, 3) (5, 4) (6, 5)

Parameters Statistics a3 = 13 a3 = 15 a3 = 30

P-1 P-3 C P-1 P-3 C P-1 P-3 C

Mean 191 208 726 858 455 993 1033 871 976
nm

Std 120 208 325 558 473 246 635 490 263
Mean 7 5 6 8 5 6 7 5 5

nb
Std 4 2 1 3.5 1.5 0.6 4 1 1
Mean 10 5 5 7 5 4 9 5 4

nn
Std 4 2 1 3 2 1 4 2 1

LE

Embedology tuple (τ, d): (4, 2) (5, 4) (6, 5) (4, 3) (5, 4) (6, 5) (4, 2) (5, 4) (6, 5)

Table 2: A summary of the embedology-parameter-normalized statistics of the marginal probability density function
of the reduced parameter space from which the prediction errors stay below 1-decile of the total mean square error.
This group of simulations considers both the ramp damage and the linear–exponential damage dynamics with various
damage initiation times.
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Anti-aliasing FilterA/D Converter

Displacement Data Data Acquisition

Fig. 15. A graphical illustration of the experimental setup from which the data is obtained and used in this section.
(a) illustrates the three distinct raster angles used during the specimen preparation where x is the reference direction,
and r is the direction along which the raster is deposited; therefore, the three raster angles are named according
to the angle α, the angle between the raster direction and the reference direction. (b1) illustrates the setup of the
structural health monitoring system based on a Moon beam setup, where the specimen, C, is cantilevered to the
frame, B, which provides harmonic base motion to the beam; two magnets, F, provides nonlinear restoring force; two
laser displacement sensors are used to record the beam motion and the base motion, respectively. (b2) illustrates the
boundary condition and the initial damage created about 1 inch below the fixture. The effective load at the damage
site (initial notch in the red circle) is tension-compression of variable amplitude. The analog signal is low-pass filtered
and properly sampled for its use for the PSW algorithm.

normalized parameters, nn = 5 to 6 can be used for the first trial.495

4. The careful selection of LLM’s prediction time k is not as significant when compared to all the other parameters496

within the ranges considered. This result is not consistent with our intuition, and it may be due to the limited497

range considered in the assumed distribution. Nevertheless, this range of selection is of practical consideration,498

and we should stick to the lower boundary if practical.499

5. The rl should be large enough so that the temporal averaging is effective and not too many empty boxes exist500

in the phase space, a power of two closest to nm is suggested. In practical field applications, rl also depends501

on the rate of updating of the tracking results, e.g., when damage propagation gets faster, a shorter rl may502

facilitate more frequent updates of the damage state.503

6. As for selecting nr, it should at least satisfy the requirement of a valid matrix decomposition, nr ≥ d× nb. In504

addition, it directly determines how frequently is the state of damage accumulation updated.505

To reliably obtain the PSW estimate, the authors advocate using the normalized values of nm, nb, and nn, listed506

in Table 2 during the parameter selection. Since the spatially related parameters are less affected by the type of507

slow-time dynamics (except for the case where there is less stationarity in the case of rφ = ∞), the decision of nm508

is of one’s priority. The rest of the windowing-related parameters rl and nr are less important than the others.509

They should be selected based on the requirement of the resolution of monitoring and the processing power of the510

monitoring systems.511

4 Application to Field Measurement Data512

The PSW is applied to three experimentally obtained displacement-time histories to validate the parameter selection513

guidelines based on the empirically determined “trust-region” for the PSW algorithm. These displacement-time514
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histories are recorded from a magneto-elastic beam system with polymeric beam specimens whose cross-sections515

undergo area reduction due to an initial notch and fatigue loading. The beams are 3D-printed with three distinct516

raster orientations, and their responses to the harmonic forcing are all chaotic, see the graphical abstract of the517

experiment setup in Fig. 15. This system can be perceived as nonlinear with (1) nonlinear stiffness and (2) time-518

varying linear stiffness whose sub-structure uses anisotropic materials. Since obtaining the damage evolution in such519

non-conductive material is difficult, PSW using non-destructive health monitoring signals is more convenient for such520

applications. The selection of PSW parameters is guided by the delay-coordinate embedding parameters (τ and d).521

The number of points used in the reference phase space reconstruction is determined using nm = 1000 × τ . The522

number of hypercuboids is chosen using nb = 6 × d and converting it into nearest power of two. The number of523

nearest neighbors is set to the closest power of two of nn = 4× d. The number of steps used for local linear model524

prediction is set as k = τ . The record length for temporal averaging is selected such that the nr ≥ nb×d when there525

is no overlapping between the windows. If the window size could not satisfy the minimum nr = nb× d, overlapping526

is applied, e.g., since the 90-degree case has very fast time-to-failure, it uses 500 records with 80% overlapping for527

all the windowed fast-time histories. All the selected parameters are summarized in Table 3.528
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Fig. 16. Estimated damage dynamics (slow-time dynamics) from experimentally obtained displacement laser vi-
brometry data (fast-time observables). Upper left: estimated damage-time histories for 3D-printed polymeric beam
specimens which undergoes chaotic motion; upper right: normalized damage-time histories which resembles the
linear-exponential damage simulations; lower left: the estimated damage-time histories in log-log scale, indicating
higher rate of damage evolution in the early fatigue lives of the 45-degree and the 90-degree cases; lower right:
estimated damage-growth-time histories under log-log scale, which indicating exponential excursions of damage evo-
lution, which can be used as indicators for incoming failures at an early stage.

The results of PSW-based damage tracking and identification are shown in Fig. 16. The upper-left subplot shows the529

extracted damage-time history with a linear scale. One can see that the beam with the 0-degree raster orientation530

is the most damage resistant, and as the raster angle increases from 0-degree to 90-degree, the damage propagation531

gets significantly faster. By scaling the three damage-time histories within a range from zero to one, one can clearly532

Raster Orientation fds Embedding Record Time nm nb nn step rl nr (Overlap)

0-degree 50Hz τ = 4, d = 6 10.3 hours 212 25 24 4 211 946 (0%)
45-degree 50Hz τ = 4, d = 6 5 hours 212 25 24 4 210 457 (0%)
90-degree 50Hz τ = 3, d = 6 0.6 hours 211 24 24 3 210 500 (80%)

Table 3: Parameters used during the application of the PSW algorithm to the field measurement data
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see that, under the normalized fatigue life, the 45-degree case has the largest rate of damage evolution, followed by533

the 90-degree case, and then the 0-degree one. However, the rate of propagation increases drastically in the 90-degree534

case after 35% of its entire life. As for the 45-degree case, even though its initial rate of damage accumulation is535

higher, it remains constant for a significant amount of its life (approximately 80 percent of its total fatigue life before536

a qualitative change in its response is observed). By plotting these damage-time histories using the log-log scale, one537

can see more closely the damage accumulation rate during the early stage, refer to the lower-left subplot in Fig. 16.538

The 90-degree case shares a similar damage propagation rate with the 45-degree case up until the first dashed line539

and diverges with a higher rate than the 45-degree case, which deteriorates with the same rate until the very late540

life. To better illustrate the amount of damage evolution in terms of their damage accumulation ∆φ, the ∆φ− t in541

the log-log scale is shown in the lower-right subplot of the Fig. 16. The amount of damage accumulation over time is542

almost constant for all cases. However, the 0-degree case is one order of magnitude lower compared to the other two543

cases. Aside from the absolute amount of damage accumulation, prominent inflection points were detected across all544

three cases at different times. The post-inflection damage-accumulation-time histories show linear trends under the545

log-log scale. This piece-wise constant to linear dynamics in the ∆φ–t plot strongly indicates a linear-exponential546

damage-time dynamics of the damage evolution. Hence, these inflection points are indicators where the exponential547

dynamics overtakes the linear growth, after which the damage diverges significantly. Therefore, the inflection points548

may be used for early damage detection purposes, and the extracted damage-time histories can be used for damage549

modeling.550

5 Conclusions551

This paper establishes guidelines for the reliable application of phase space warping (PSW) for reconstructing slow-552

time dynamics from fast-time measurements. The focus is on the application to damage tracking and early damage553

detection in a nonlinear mechanical system. As an aid in understanding the guidelines, a new geometrical inter-554

pretation of PSW that bridges its theory and algorithm is presented. Based on this novel interpretation, intuitive555

selection criteria for the input parameters of the PSW algorithm are obtained. Heuristics-based hypotheses in param-556

eter selection that ensure reliable estimations of PSW are proposed and qualitatively tested through global sensitivity557

analyses of the input parameters, which are needed to infer the reference fast-time flow in the reconstructed phase558

space. The GSA is conducted without loss of generality based on a set of quasi-Monte-Carlo simulations with various559

distinct slow-time and fast-time dynamics. The first-order global sensitivity indices lead to a decision of reducing560

the effective parameter space to three dimensions, spanned by the number of points used in the reference model561

(nm), the number of hypercuboids created during k-d tree sectioning (nb), and the number of nearest neighbors562

used in building the local linear models (nn), by ruling out the number of time steps used in prediction. Based563

on a visual inspection between the marginal probability density of the parameter space and the prediction error,564

trust regions in which the input parameter quadruple (i.e., nm, nb, nn, and k) yield 1-decile error are characterized565

statistically. To facilitate the applicability of these statistics in real-world problems, mean values from the PDF of566

the trust region, normalized by the parameters used in the embedding, are used as metrics to guide the parameter567

selection. The effectiveness of these metrics is validated through the application to a set of field measurement data568

that have distinct damage dynamics induced by material anisotropy. The PSW-estimated damage increment versus569

time histories, under the log-log scale, clearly show inflection points in the damage evolution. These inflection points570

locate where the excursion of the exponential damage growth overtakes the slow-linear one, which can be further571

explored and used as indicators for early fatigue damage detection before catastrophic failures.572
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A Detailed Derivations581

A.1 Derivation to Equation (13)582

Given the expanded flow in Eq. (12), applied the iteration in the same sense, one obtains,583

G2∆t(φt0 ; η(yt0)) ≈ φt0 + ǫ∆tg̃(φt0 ; η(yt0)) + ǫ∆tg̃ (φt0 + ǫ∆tg̃ (φt0 ; η(yt0)) ; η(yt0))

= φt0 + ǫ∆tg̃(φt0 ; η(yt0)) + ǫ∆tg̃(φt0 ; η(yt0)) + ǫ∆t
∂g̃

∂φ

∣∣∣
φ=φt0

(φ(t)− φt0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(ǫt)

+ ǫ∆tO
(
||φ(t)− φt0 ||

2
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
O((ǫ∆t)3)

+ ǫ∆t
∂g

∂η

∂η

∂y

∣∣∣
y=yt0

(y(t)− yt0) + ǫ∆tO
(
||y(t)− yt0 ||

2
)

= φt0 + 2ǫ∆tg̃(φt0 ; η(yt0)) + ǫ∆t
∂g

∂η

∂η

∂φ︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(1)

∂φ

∂y︸︷︷︸
O(ǫ∆t)

∣∣∣
y=yt0

(y(t)− yt0) +O
(
(ǫ∆t)2

)

= φt0 + 2ǫ∆tg̃(φt0 ; η(yt0)) +O
(
(ǫ∆t)2

)
.

(44)

Similarly, the next iteration results in,584

G3∆t(φt0 ; η(yt0)) = G2∆t(φt0 ; η(yt0)) + ǫ∆tg̃(φt0+2∆t; η(yt0))

≈ φt0 + ǫ∆t(2g̃(φt0 ; η(yt0)) + g̃(φt0 + 2ǫ∆t (g̃ (φt0 ; η (yt0)) ; η(yt0))

= φt0 + ǫ∆t(2g̃(φt0 ; η(yt0)) + g̃(φt0 ; η(yt0)) + 2
∂g

∂η

∂η

∂y︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(ǫ∆t)

∣∣∣
y=yt0

(y(t)− yt0)) +O
(
(ǫ∆t)2

)

= φt0 + 3ǫ∆tg̃(φt0 ; η(yt0)) +O
(
(ǫ∆t)2

)
.

(45)

As a result, one can obtain the iteration of any integer multiples k ∈ Z
+ and its subsequent iteration k + 1; by585

mathematical induction, the iteration of the flow in the continuous time with a constant time frame ∆t can be586

obtained as,587

Gk∆t(φt0 ; η(yt0)) = φt0 + ǫk∆tg̃(φt0 ; η(yt0)) +O
(
(ǫ∆t)2

)
. (46)

B Marginal Probability Density Function Estimates of the Reduced588

Parameter Space589
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Fig. 17. Histograms to the parameters which yields first-dencile error, the slow dynamics is of the ramp type. From
top to bottom, each row specifies ramp damage dynamics with various length of damage-free responses; and from
left to right, each column represents one parameter considered in the reduced parameter space.
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Fig. 18. Histograms to the parameters which yields first-decile error, the slow dynamics is of the linear-exponential
type. From top to bottom, each row specifies ramp damage dynamics with various length of damage-free responses;
and from left to right, each column represents one parameter considered in the reduced parameter space.
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C Table of Statistical Description of the Optimal Parameter Selection590

Parameters Statistics rφ = 2 rφ = 20 rφ = ∞

P-1 P-3 C P-1 P-3 C P-1 P-3 C

Mean 716 1624 5416 1238 2040 4125 826 851 4361
Median 644 1177 5623 819 1925 3821 609 648 4479
Std 434 1277 1702 1353 1254 2084 814 789 2053

nm

Skewness 0.60 1.09 -0.38 2.47 0.36 0.24 2.54 3.34 -0.11
Mean 14 24 28 15 25 28 16 21 28
Median 14 26 28 15 26 28 16 22 28
Std 7 6 3 6 6 2 8 8 2

nb

Skewness 0.22 -0.80 -1.23 0 -0.77 -0.31 0.16 -0.46 -0.03
Mean 21 23 22 21 22 23 20 20 24
Median 22 24 22 22 22 23 20 20 24
Std 7 7 6 8 7 6 8 7 5

Ramp

nn

Skewness -0.42 -0.57 -0.23 -0.41 -0.36 -0.24 -0.22 -0.15 -0.33

a3 = 13 a3 = 15 a3 = 30

P-1 P-3 C P-1 P-3 C P-1 P-3 C

Mean 765 1038 4353 3431 2273 5957 4123 4356 5854
Median 680 711 4204 2990 1144 6139 4640 4702 6033
Std 480 1014 1948 2231 2364 1477 2541 2449 1576

nm

Skewness 1.12 2.55 0.14 0.43 1.18 -0.45 -0.18 -0.21 -0.42
Mean 14 20 28 15 19 28 14 18 24
Median 14 21 28 15 19 28 12 18 25
Std 7 8 2.32 7 6 3 8 5 6

nb

Skewness 0.21 -0.27 0.02 0.28 0.07 -1.25 0.45 0.30 -0.54
Mean 19 20 23 20 20 20 17 21 18
Median 20 20 23 20 20 20 16 22 17
Std 8 8 6 8 7 7 8 7 7

LE

nn

Skewness -0.05 -0.15 -0.15 -0.20 -0.09 -0.09 0.18 -0.28 0.33

Table 4: A summary of the statistics of the marginal probability density functions of the reduced parameter space
from which the prediction errors stay below 1-decile of the total mean square error. This group of simulations
consider the ramp and LE damage dynamics with various damage initiation time. The PDFs corresponding to this
table can be found in Figs. 17–18 in the Appendix.
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